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Crying out for gaming comfort?
The Speedlink REGGER Gaming Chair now comes in
three new colour schemes

Weertzen, 24.01.2017 – The SPEEDLINK REGGER Gaming Chair is now
available in three new colour schemes. Just like the first range of REGGER
Gaming Chairs, the new models are also extremely ergonomic, designed
around gamers’ needs and are fully adjustable for the perfect fit thanks to
their range of settings. The chair is available from Amazon for an RRP of
€229.00 by the end of January.

Tried-and-tested features, greater choice: to kick off the new year, SPEEDLINK
presents three new versions of the REGGER Gaming Chair. It supports gamers
in all the right places for epic gaming sessions in maximum comfort. Gaming
enthusiasts will now be spoilt for choice, with the chair now available in the
colour schemes: red/black, yellow/black and blue/white.
The gaming-optimised desk chair rotates a full 360° for total freedom of
movement, plus it’s the perfect place to regenerate thanks to its adjustable
backrest tilt which reclines all the way back to a virtually flat position. With its
head-height backrest, height-adjustable lumbar support and adjustable back
and neck area padding, the chair can be fine-tuned to provide the spine with the
perfect level of support, preventing signs of fatigue especially during epic
gaming sessions.
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REGGER Gaming Chair
-

Gaming optimised desk chair
Full height adjustment
High backrest with adjustable tilt (90-160°)
Height-adjustable armrests
Two removable cushions for neck and lumbar support
Synthetic leather covering
Five floor-friendly casters
Four cutting-edge colour schemes

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office and entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in the
PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio of
its own brand SPEEDLINK® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. SPEEDLINK® products
impress with their novel technology combined with design excellence and outstanding
functionality. Through SPEEDLINK®, Jöllenbeck is represented in more than 40
countries worldwide.

Footage: http://www.speedlink.com/ftp/presse
More Information: http://press.speedlink.com
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